
Coreto is a collective led by  João Pedro Brandão, sax player, �utist and composer who in 2012 released  “Aljamia”, 
the �rst of 5 records released to date by this Coreto and which kickstarted the now vast “Carimbo Porta-Jazz”  
catalog.

The album showcased here, “A Tribo”, saw the light of day in september 2021, and once again has Brandão’s origi-
nal music. This album, “A tribo”, inspired by humanist and environmental philosophical tenets as primordial task 
for any person as an individual and part of a social mechanism, which should be protected and respected. It 
re�ects, through the written and improvised material, the musical and human dimension of each one of the voices 
that make up its numbers. Once again Coreto o�ers a homogenous sum of many and di�erent parts, ideas and 
musical concepts. As many, in this case, as there are members of this new “A Tribo”.

PART I - BROTANDO DA TERRA (SPROUTING FROM THE EARTH)
Solo: Gonçalo Marques

PART II - A JORNADA (THE JOURNEY) 
Solo: João Pedro Brandão, Andreia Santos, Daniel Dias

PART III - CELEBRAÇÃO (CELEBRATION) 
Solo: Ricardo Formoso

PART IV - CONFLITO (CONFLICT) 
Solo: José Marrucho, José Pedro Coelho, Hugo Raro

PART V - FAINA (WORK SONG)
Solo: Hugo Ciríaco

PART VI - CONTEMPLAÇÃO (CONTEMPLATION)
Solo: AP

PART VII - LAR (HOME)
Solo: José Carlos Barbosa, Rui teixeira

The tribe announces itself,
The tribe evolves,
The tribe stretches, distends and intends to carry on
Sometimes tumultuous as a wild water way, sometimes placid and worthy of contemplation 
like a course of slow water on a moonlit night.
The tribe looks at the sky. 
It sings while it counts the stars,
a heavenly choir that is enchanted and moved by the universe
The tribe wants the universe and love,
The tribe is the universe,
The tribe rests, grows and persists,
Insists on an “obvious” that few seem to see. 
The tribe is deep and at once jovially simple.
The tribe looks at the sky and so remains.
The tribe...

(Rui Teixeira)
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“Suspenso” is the title of the album that singer Manuel Linhares will release during this festival. This is a work that 
is born as the title itself suggests, in times of suspension. Manuel Linhares, with a pragmatic gaze towards the 
horizon, perhaps natural for those born in the insular Azores, �nds in musical creation the best way to resist to the 
suspension imposed by the times we have been living through. 

After “Traces of Cities” (2013) and “Boundaries” (2019) this third album, the �rst on “Carimbo Porta-Jazz”, is full of 
complicity and happy partnerships, both with some of the close and usual partners in his previous record as with 
the valuable remote collaborations with prestigious musicians such as american sax player David Binney or brazil-
ians  Frederico Heliodoro, Rubinho Antunes and also Alexandre Andrés. In “Suspenso”, Manuel Linhares hands over 
the production reins to surprising multi-instrumentalist António Loureiro, who keeps the side up and imprints his 
own signature on the �nal result of the beautiful compositions and lyrics by Linhares. On the album “Suspenso” we 
can also hear the collaboration with the Coreto Porta-Jazz, with arrangements done thinking of that group, by 
Antonio Loureiro himself and  argentinian  Guillermo Klein. In this parade of heavyweights there is still room for 
lyrics by the rapper Capicua, on one of the songs.

Onstage at Rivoli to showcase “Suspenso”, there will certainly not be the entire line-up of almost symphonic propor-
tions, but there will be António Loureiro as guest musician side by side with Manuel Linhares, Paulo Barros, José Carlos 
Barbosa and João Cunha. One thing is certain, in this case, the time spent “Suspenso” (suspended) was worth it.

12  FESTIVAL

12º FESTIVAL PORTA-JAZZ | 4, 5, 6 FEBRUARY TEATRO RIVOLI

As we come into the world!

On the year of the second Festival since the world changed, and after an atypically outdoors eleventh edition, 
Porta-Jazz, in the whirlwind of opening and closing doors, returns to the warmth of the legendary Rivoli, revolu-
tionizing the festival’s action space and abolishing as much as possible divisions between rooms, stages and 
processes.

In this almost existentialist quest, and aiming the spotlight at the translucence present in the very way of existing 
and acting, it was intended with this format for the festival, also through transversal and metamorphosed multidi-
versity of its propositions, to provide the audience a more free vision of the ornaments and liturgies of a convention-
al stage. An open and diaphanous stage which in its transparency mirrors the raw and naked. Synonyms of a genu-
ine and humanizing art, forged with soul and love.  

The 12th Porta-Jazz Festival is once again a showcase of a local scene which has never stopped welcoming and 
growing with the world around it. 17 concerts in three days, involving more than eighty musicians, not counting 
production teams. In this extensive list of concerts there is also the presence of the association’s music publishing 
arm, the “Carimbo Porta-Jazz”, with releases and concerts by some of the musicians released in 2021.

As previously mentioned, a multidimensional showcase in the expandable and intercommunicating space in which 
it happens, as well as where it receives nourishment, inspiration and artistic materialization.

A dynamic that reveals itself in residencies and artistic partnerships with other national musician associations such 
as the usual Robalo from Lisbon or Amr, a Swiss association based in Geneva and the partnership with Austrian 
festival Bezau Beatz. Commissions and débuts by rising and expat musicians, seminars and concerts with more 
established and international names, stage intercrossing with other arts such as painting in real time and school 
ensembles with opening honors in the traditional “Jam Sessions”.

In this open roundabout of musical celebration, the 12th Porta-Jazz Festival arrives naked. Not literally, avoiding the 
coldness of the weather and traditional costumes, but metaphorically. The metaphor for our existence, free, clear 
and simple, as we came into this world!

MANUEL LINHARES "SUSPENSO" [PT, BR]  

CD RELEASE
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MANUEL LINHARES | VOICE, COMPOSITION

PAULO BARROS | PIANO

JOSÉ CARLOS BARBOSA | DOUBLE BASS

JOÃO CUNHA | DRUMS

GUEST MUSICIAN:
ANTÓNIO LOUREIRO | KEYBOARDS

VERA MORAIS & HRISTO GOLEMINOV [PT]

VERA MORAIS | VOICE

HRISTO GOLEMINOV | SAXOPHONE

CORETO "A TRIBO" [PT, SP]  

JOÃO PEDRO BRANDÃO | ALTO SAX , FLUTE

JOSÉ PEDRO COELHO | TENOR SAX

HUGO CIRÍACO | TENOR SAX

RUI TEIXEIRA | BARITONE SAX

RICARDO FORMOSO |  TRUMPET, FLUGELHORN

GONÇALO MARQUES | TRUMPET

DANIEL DIAS | TROMBONE, VOICE

ANDREIA SANTOS | TROMBONE

AP | GUITAR

HUGO RARO | PIANO

JOSÉ CARLOS BARBOSA | DOUBLE BASS

JOSÉ MARRUCHO | DRUMS

It was in July 2021 that portuguese-bulgarian saxophone player Hristo Goleminov played in a quintet for the 11th 
Porta-Jazz festival. He repeats his presence in February 2022 not in a commission but also playing his original 
music, this time alongside Vera Morais.

Vera Morais is a portuguese singer, improvisational artist and composer who, as Hristo Goleminov, lives in Amster-
dam. The duo, formed there, juxtaposes the two voices in a space where poetry cohabits with improvisation.   Where 
words and sounds are constructed and deconstructed. Filled with elasticity and armed with a precious and discreet 
virtuosity, this duo’s music can sound both minimal as their nature, and orchestral like a pleasant and almost 
dreamlike illusion.

JOANA RAQUEL, MIGUEL MEIRINHOS "NINHOS" [PT, AG]  

CD RELEASE

JOANA RAQUEL | VOICE, LYRICS, COMPOSITION

MIGUEL MEIRINHOS | PIANO, COMPOSITION

DEMIAN CABAUD | DOUBLE BASS

JOÃO CARDITA | DRUMS

ENSEMBLE ROBALO/PORTA-JAZZ [PT]

LEONOR ARNAUT | VOICE

JOÃO ALMEIDA | TRUMPET

EURICO COSTA | ELECTRIC GUITAR,
ELECTRONICS

NUNO TROCADO | ELECTRIC GUITAR,
ELECTRONICS

JOÃO FRAGOSO | DOUBLE BASS

GONÇALO RIBEIRO | DRUMS

Singer Leonor Arnaut,  trumpet player João Almeida and double bassist João Fragoso are the musicians representing  
Associação Robalo, in its habitual partnership with the Porta-Jazz association in this 12th festival. Joining these 3 
young and talented musicians, representing Porta-Jazz, young drummer Gonçalo Ribeiro and more experienced and 
established Porto guitarists  Eurico Costa and Nuno Trocado. Once again in a residency format, these six musicians 
will present the result of an encounter which, if the generational eclecticism of the ensemble and the well known 
commitment which they give to their art is anything to go by, has all the ingredients to be a project with a future, 
or at least the good memory of a past festival.

Arnaut, Almeida, Fragoso, Costa, Trocado and Ribeiro will certainly showcase their dedication to, and mastery of 
music which, besides improvised and contemporary, is also founded in a strongly rooted jazz language.

PUZZLE 3 "D" [PT]

PEDRO NEVES | PIANO 

JOÃO PAULO ROSADO | DOUBLE BASS

MIGUEL SAMPAIO | DRUMS

Ninhos is the name of the record that singer Joana Raquel and pianist Miguel Meirinhos showcase during the 12th  
Porta-Jazz Festival. This “Carimbo Porta-Jazz” release which happens within the festival is the fruit of the �rst 
record signed by these two young and talented musicians that are showing themselves to be more and more an 
example of the new musical references in the city of Porto.

In their �rst record, Joana Raquel, a singer who is a recurrent presence in emblematic and foundational projects in 
a new generation of national jazz, such as the voice and sax duo  293-Diagonal or in incursions into the hip hop 
world beside “Capicua”; and Miguel Meirinhos, talented and original pianist present in both projects by this new 
and ebullient generation and alongside veteran and iconic Mário Barreiros and his quartet, invite the unavoidable 
and omnipresent double bassist  Demian Cabaud and talented drummer João Cardita to work together and release 
out into the world their original compositions and lyrics. 

In the words of Joana Raquel, “We woke up in a free place. Free from the bonds with which we tie ourselves, we 
woke up in a wide open space, di�erent from the one where we fell asleep. Free from our bell jar, we breathe 
in�nitely, without exhausting the oxygen”. 

Enigmatic trio Puzzle 3 presented their �rst album “D” through “Carimbo Porta-Jazz” in 2021. Pedro Neves, João 
Paulo Rosado and Miguel Sampaio are 3 recurring musicians in the “Carimbo”catalog, and in the city’s jazz scene, 
and with this dynamic and organic trio propose to complete and decode the puzzle of their musical a�nities and 
complicities.

In music where simplicity prevails and the song format is explored, deconstructed and reconstructed as if it were a 
jigsaw puzzle, Neves, Rosado and Sampaio always imprint their own personal stamp onto the equation, their own 
musical signature. A three hand task, or six in the literal sense, but the result of which is still one, the poetic ambi-
guity of the homogeneity which feeds o� heterogeneity. Like the most perfect bouquet of wild �owers. 

From Puzzle 3 we can always expect music immersed in complex ideas, but which are shown in a simple way, or 
simple ideas which acquire complexity through the delivery and mastery generated by its three sides.

DEMIAN CABAUD "OTRO CIELO" [AG, PT] 

JOÃO PEDRO BRANDÃO | ALTO SAX, FLUTE

JOSÉ PEDRO COELHO | TENOR SAX, 
BASS CLARINET

JOÃO GRILO | PIANO

DEMIAN CABAUD | DOUBLE BASS

MARCOS CAVALEIRO | DRUMS

Demian Cabaud, a Franco-Argentinian double bass player living in Portugal for more than a decade, is now an icon 
and reference for this type of music. With a musical career which greatly surpasses the borders of our country, it’s 
easy to �nd Cabaud beside musicians of international stature such as the pianist Leo Genovese or sax player Ohad 
Talmor. Regular double bassist in the ranks of the also international Matosinhos Jazz Orchestra, and a respected 
teacher in Portugal and abroad, Demian Cabaud is a proli�c composer with several released albums under his own 
name, and it is precisely his last record which he brings to the stage at the festival.

“Otro Cielo” was the �rst record to be released by the label in 2021. In this record Cabaud surrounded himself of 
longtime companions, and known associates, such as his usual right arm man, drummer Marcos Cavaleiro or José 
Pedro Coelho, seminal sax player and partner on his other records, but also the tireless �utist João Pedro Brandão 
and luminous pianist João Grilo, making their début in a record by master Cabaud. 

“Otro Cielo” is a lovely journey through the skies of improvisation, on board an airship which uses jazz, erudite music 
and the most popular roots music as its fuel, and combustion does indeed happen! 

RESIDENCY AMR/PORTA-JAZZ [CH, PT]

AFONSO SILVA | SAXOPHONE

ELOI CALAME | CLARINETS, SAXOPHONE

HUGO FERREIRA | GUITAR

PIERRE BALDA | DOUBLE BASS

JOÃO PEDRO ALMEIDA | DRUMS

"SOMBRAS DA IMPERFEIÇÃO"
PAINTED CONCERT [PT]

HUGO RARO | PIANO, COMPOSITION

MIGUEL AMARAL | PORTUGUESE GUITAR

RUI TEIXEIRA | BASS CLARINET

MIGUEL SAMPAIO | DRUMS, PERCUSSION

JAS | PAINTING IN REAL TIME, SET DESIGN

MARIANA FIGUEROA | LIGHTING DESIGN

Back in November 2020, it fell to pianist Hugo Raro to embrace the Porta-jazz /Guimarães Jazz partnership. To this 
tale of two which now has several released records and in which music always mixes with another art, be it 
performative or �ne arts , Hugo Raro has added the eclectic formation of piano, portuguese guitar, bass clarinet 
and percussion, and mixed in the artist Jas to create paintings in real time. Paintings based on the music which 
accompanies them, with that music often being shaped and inspired by the real time painting that is happening.

The synergy that the band and the artist provide us is visually powerful and musically sophisticated. Between 
moments of collective improvisation and written parts, the unusual sound of the formation and the sometimes 
visceral elegance of Raro’s music are the perfect soundtrack for Jas’s fertile visual world.

As it’s a complex project to present due to the speci�city of the band/artist link and all the logistics it incurs, this 
concert is a rare opportunity, as is its creator both in artistic sensitivity and name.

It is  “Sombras da Imperfeição” with Hugo Raro, Miguel Amaral, Rui Teixeira, Miguel Sampaio and Jas.

The dimension and reach of  Porta-Jazz are constantly crossing borders, artistic and conceptual or just physical and 
distant. An example of this artistic quasi-globalization and shortening of distances is the usual partnership with  
Amr, an association of Swiss musicians, based in Geneva and which works in similar molds as its Portuguese coun-
terpart. Materializing this synergy between the 2 associations, this 12th festival can count , in a residency format, 
with an ensemble formed by Portuguese musicians from the Porta-Jazz label and Swiss musicians connected to 
Amr.

Clarinet and sax player Eloi Calame and double bassist  Pierre Balda, two musicians from the swiss jazz scene, are the 
"special correspondents” for this mission in Porto territory.  Hosting them in residence are three talented and rising 
young musicians from Porto. Sax player Afonso Silva, guitarist Hugo Ferreira and drummer João Pedro Almeida.

It will certainly be a successful mission that they present on stage, taking in consideration the talent, commitment 
and mastery of a language that knows no boundaries of any format or nature, a language called Jazz.
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COMMISSION TO DANIEL SOUSA [PT, CA, DE]

DANIEL SOUSA | ALTO SAX, VOICE 

SUSANA NUNES | VOICE

WANJA SLAVIN | ALTO SAX, FLUTE

PJ FOSSSUM | SYNTH

JOSÉ DIOGO MARTINS | PIANO

CARLOS BORGES | ELECTRIC BASS

EDUARDO DIAS | DRUMS

Commissioning a concert with original music to an emerging musician, that involves many musicians from other 
musical communities outside of Portugal, in an interaction with the local milieu, is something we can expect on 
every edition of the Porta-Jazz Festival.

Daniel Sousa, Porto musician living in Copenhagen, who calls himself an alternative sax player, composer and 
producer, appears here leading a commission, surrounded by six musicians with very similar trajectories and 
academic and professional connections.

To Daniel and his sax and voice, are added portuguese singer, living in Copenhagen,  Susana Nunes, the alto sax and 
transversal �ute of  Wanja Slavin, talented and striking german musician known for projects such as Amor Amok, 
the synths of PJ Fossum, Canadian musician living in Copenhagen, the piano of José Diogo Martins, portuguese 
musician who also has ties to Copenhagen, Viseu native and Lisbon resident,  bassist Carlos Borges and Porto drum-
mer  Eduardo Dias.

WIZ [PT, SP, FR]

JOSÉ PEDRO COELHO | SAXOPHONE, COMPOSITION

WILFRIED WILDE | GUITAR, COMPOSITION

IAGO FERNÁNDEZ | DRUMS, COMPOSITION

Wiz is the title of the �rst album by trio Wiz, which occupies number 76 of the Porta Jazz label catalog. Joining the 
renowned portuguese sax player José Pedro Coelho are french guitarist, currently living in Galicia, Wilfried Wilde 
and Spanish drummer Iago Fernández to materialize their musical a�nities through their compositions.

From this project, which involves one of the most in�uential sax players in national jazz and two musicians from the 
jazz scene in neighboring Spain, and speci�cally Galicia, we expect music which wanders between the freedom of 
improvisation and the rigor of composition, in a sound kaleidoscope that transports us to the mist in�nite and 
dreamlike landscapes.

A search for platforms and foundations to serve as a base for improvisation and an apparently puerile option for the 
song format are often the leitmotiv for Wiz 's musical journeys. Be it a simple melody with a more “folk” inspiration, 
a “bebop” line with additives, or an atonal intonation exercise.
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ALFRED VOGEL "NEST" [AT, FR, DE, US] 

BEZAU BEATZ

ALFRED VOGEL | DRUMS

THEO CECCALDI | VIOLIN

FELIX HAUPTMAN | PIANO

CHRIS DAHLGREN | DOUBLE BASS

LEIF BERGER | DRUMS

The partnerships with other Associations and movements created by musicians both national and internationally, 
are a constant and a condition that has been ever present in Porta-Jazz’s long tenure. The festival, being always a 
re�ection of that existence and what comes from it, doesn't not neglect or ignore the importance of these partner-
ships. Bezau Beatz is a festival in Austria created and engaged by musicians, with the drummer Alfred Vogel at the 
helm. The customary exchange of projects between these two festivals has brought a lot of music to the attention 
of the public through this open channel between both institutions. 

On this 12th Porta-Jazz festival we host the “Nest” project, led by Alfred Vogel himself, accompanied by European 
jazz and free improvisation heavyweights. Besides the emblematic Vogel, with a career closing in on 40 years, in 
this concert by “Nest” we can also count on the presence of a musician who is surely one of the biggest names in 
european jazz, the genius and virtuoso french violinist Theo Ceccaldi, pianist Felix Hauptman and drummer Leif 
Berger, two german musicians who are important names in the creative jazz scene in Koln, and also american 
double bassist and multi-instrumentalist Chris Dahlgren, collaborator of, among other important names,  Anthony 
Braxton.

Vogel is the German word for bird. And bird´s do have NESTs, don´t they?

MIGUEL ÂNGELO "DANÇA DOS DESASTRADOS" [PT]

MIGUEL ÂNGELO | DOUBLE BASS, COMPOSITION

JOÃO GUIMARÃES | SAXOPHONE

JOAQUIM RODRIGUES | PIANO

MARCOS CAVALEIRO | DRUMS

With a career presented in three albums released by “Carimbo Porta-Jazz” ,  the Miguel Ângelo Quartet presents at 
this festival their third recording, titled  “Dança dos Desastrados”. This quartet, formed and led by Miguel Ângelo 
since 2013, plays and interprets his original music, which in this last work takes on as a subliminal leitmotiv, possi-
ble traditional dancing, real or imaginary.

Miguel Ângelo’s partners are the same since the quartet �rst saw the light of day, and that resilience and dedication 
are quite visible and especially audible in the work produced by the always sophisticated and original sax players 
from Porto, João Guimarães, or the relaxed and powerfully gracious pianist from Viseu, Joaquim Rodrigues and 
“maestro” Marcos Cavaleiro on drums.

In this delightful ball for the maladroit, the music that makes them stumble cannot be �led under the same name, 
such is the rigour, willingness, freedom and joy of those who write and play it, on a steady beat.

ANTÓNIO LOUREIRO "CONEXÃO" [BR, PT]

ANTÓNIO LOUREIRO | PIANO, KEYBOARDS, 
COMPOSITION

ANDRÉ FERNANDES | ELECTRIC GUITAR

JOÃO MORTÁGUA | SAXOPHONE

GIL SILVA | TROMBONE

JOSÉ CARLOS BARBOSA | DOUBLE BASS

DIOGO ALEXANDRE | DRUMS

Everything that begins, ideally has  an ending. Whether that ending is an interrupted process which forces a conclu-
sion, or an apotheotic “gran �nale”,  with all the loose ends neatly tied in a bow, ticking all the boxes. To close this 
12th Porta-Jazz festival we’re hoping for a natural and healthy mix of those two options. A “gran �nale” which can 
leave questions unanswered and equations unsolved, waiting for more, holding on for an evolutive continuity. Like 
a simple game where someone takes a word and adds others to it, and without subverting the original meaning, 
gives it a new life, or in this case, new music and new festivals.

Brazilian multi-instrumentalist António Loureiro was the chosen musician to provide that “ending” for the festival. 
Loureiro, with a rising career as an author, is now one of the most sought after musicians in his national scene. The 
multi-instrumentalist, also a singer, composer and producer, extends his credits from jazz to popular music.

With a prestigious international dimension, Loureiro is part of world jazz icon Kurt Rosenwinkel’s band, with whom 
he released  “Caipi” , also plays the drums in guitarist Pedro Martins band and with these two giants of the guitar 
has been present in the biggest Jazz festivals, such as the  Montreaux Jazz and Montreal Jazz festivals, and has 
played in over 30 countries. Nowadays, besides his own work he also has partnerships, namely with american drum-
mer Obed Calvaire.

As the name of the project shows, what is presented here is a connection with �ve portuguese musicians, with 
proven credits and careers not far removed from Loureiro’s own. Super guitarist André Fernandes, tireless and colos-
sal sax player João Mortágua, rising and talented trombone player Gil Silva, with the solid and inventive rhythm duo 
of José Carlos Barbosa on double bass and Diogo Alexandre on drums.
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PORTA-JAZZ STAFF

JOÃO PEDRO BRANDÃO | PRODUCTION; DIRECTION

RUI TEIXEIRA | PRODUCTION; COPYWRITE

AP | PRODUCTION

ANTÓNIO FERNANDES | PRODUCTION

JOANA BRANDÃO | PRESS OFFICE

ADRIANA MELO (MÍNIMA) | SOCIAL MEDIA & WEB MANAGEMENT

MÍNIMA | PHOTOGRAPHY & VIDEO

MARIA MÓNICA |  IMAGE & GRAPHIC DESIGN   

SÉRGIO VALMONT | SOUND ENGINEER

IVO MAGALHÃES | SOUND ENGINEER

MARIANA FIGUEROA | LIGHT DESIGN

JOHN ALMEIDA | TRANSLATION

CO-PRODUCTION
TEATRO MUNICIPAL DO PORTO

PORTA-JAZZ DIRECTION

AP

EURICO COSTA

HUGO CIRÍACO

HUGO RARO

JOÃO GUIMARÃES

JOÃO PAULO ROSADO

JOÃO PEDRO BRANDÃO

JOSÉ PEDRO COELHO

MARCOS CAVALEIRO

NUNO TROCADO

RUI TEIXEIRA

SUSANA SANTOS SILVA


